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Reprinted by permission from Linguistics 60:33^48
(August 1970). Sections 1^ 2^ 5^ 6^ and 7 only of
this article have been reproduced^ as they bear on
the second article in this volume^ ^*A Fourth
Analysis of Baruya Consonants^*y by Joy Lloyd.

BARUA PHONEMES:
A PROBLEM IN INTERPRETATION

J. LLOYD AND A. HEALEY

L INTRODUCTION

The analysis of Barua^ phonology presents two main problems. Contoid

clusters of four phones occur, with few heterorganic clusters as a prece-

dent on which to base their interpretation.^ There is interdependence

between the allocation of medial allophones and the interpretation of

medial contoid sequences, giving rise to several possible consonant anal-

yses. These are presented in Section 7.

The description of Barua is based on the emic syllable which consists

of a nucleus of one or two vowels, an optional onset of consonant, semi-

vowel, or consonant plus semivowel, and an optional consonant as clo-

sure. Thus Barua syllables may be represented by the general formula:

(C) (S) V (V) (C).

2. CONSONANTS

The fourteen consonant and semivowel phonemes are shown in Chart 1

.

Some of their contrasts may be illustrated as follows:^

' The Barua dialect of the Barua-Wantakia language is spoken by about 2,400 people

living south of Wonenara Patrol Post in the Eastern Highlands District of the Territory

of New Guinea. The materials for this paper were collected monolingually during a

period of 42 months* field time, between January 1961 and July 1967, from speakers of

the Barua dialect living within five miles south of Wonenara. The data was collected

and analysed by Joyce and Richard Lloyd under the auspices of the Summer Institute

of Linguistics. The paper was edited and Sections 3 and 7 written by Alan Healey.

Richard Lloyd is responsible for the Appendix.
» The term interpret' is taken from K.L. Pike, Phonemics (Ann Arbor, University

of Michigan Press, 1947) 128-140.

• Symbols used in this paper are based on K.L, Pike, Phonemics, 5, 7. Inherent length

on vowels, prenasalization on complex phonemes, and low pitch are not marked in the

phonemic transcription. Phonetics are given when relevant. Pitch symbols are ' high,
* low.
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Chart 4

Medial Consotiant Clusters
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sonant-semivowel clusters, since /y/ occurs following any consonant or

consonant cluster,* and /w/ following all but dentals and alveolars.

These are listed in Chart 5.

Charts

Consonant-Semivowel Clusters

Initial and Medial
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/kembAno/ ke-m-bAno 'along there'

there-along-place

/nyayA/ n-yayA 'my parent in law'

my-parent in law

/bwandmo/ b-wan-9mo *Let me pass\

come-go ahead-let me

Non*$yllabic [y] when it occurs following a nuclear vowel in the same

syllable has been interpreted as /i/, thus establishing vowel clusters, rather

than introducing post-nuclear semivowels or five glided vowel phonemes,

[w] does not occur in this position.

/bAimAnrfko/ 'It is dying'.

In the few instances when non-syllabic [y] follows non-syllabic [w] in

the syllable onset, [y] has been interpreted as /i/. This eliminates the

necessity of introducing /wy/ sequences.

/kwiaryA/ (pandanus tree species)

The following vowel clusters occur in both open and closed syllables:

ui

ei U Ai oi

ia ai

6. DISTRIBUTION

Consonant clusters of C(onsonant) C(onsonant) S(emivowel) occur in

word-medial position. Since CS is the largest word-initial cluster the

emic syllable break is considered to occur between the two word-medial

consonants.

kwaP-kA
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Chart 6

Comparison of three^^ Analyses ofBarua and one of Wantakia
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7. ALTERNATE ANALYSES: CONSONANTS

The allocation of consonantal allophones and the interpretation of

medial contoid clusters are interrelated as can be seen by comparing the

alternate analyses presented in Chart 6. In one the short prenasalized

stops, and in another the lengthened stops have been interpreted as

complex units, with resulting changes in distribution of allophones. With-

out introducing extra phonemes it is not possible to interpret more than

one set of sequences in each analysis as complex units. Analysis 3 treats

all these as phoneme sequences. The unreleased stops are interpreted as

allophones of /?/ in Analyses 1 and 2 where /?/ occurs as a phoneme,

and as allophones of the voiceless stops in Analysis 3 which has no /?/

phoneme.

In evaluating the alternative analyses several criteria need to be con-

sidered.

(a) Which analysis has the least number of phonemes? Analysis 3 has

only ten consonants while Analyses 1 and 2 have twelve, including /r/

and /?/. Counterbalancing this, Analysis 3 has sixteen consonant clusters

while Analyses 1 and 2 have only thirteen.

(b) Which analysis has the best correlation between morpheme bound-

aries and phoneme boundaries? Analysis 3 has, since it interprets all

contoid sequences as consonant clusters, whereas Analyses 1 and 2 each

treat one set of contoid sequences as complex phonemes, despite the fact

that these frequently contain morpheme boundaries.

(c) Which analysis results in the fewest morphophonemic rules? The

morphophonemic rules under each analysis are listed in Chart 7. Analysis

2 is best in this respect, having only 6 morphophonemic rules. Analysis 1

has seven rules but Analysis 3 has ten.

(d) Which analysis best parallels the Wantakia dialect?^^ It will be

noted on Chart 6 that Wantakia has no voiced stops. Analysis I is the

only one which always parallels Barua /b/, /d/ and /g/ with Wantakia

/p/, /t/ and /k/. From another point of view, Analysis 1 results in only

three non-identical phoneme correspondences between Barua and Wan-
takia, whereas Analysis 2 has nine and Analysis 3 has ten.

(e) Which analysis has the fewest syllable patterns? In Analysis 2 the

syllable patterns VVC, CVVC, SVVC and CSVVC do not occur, leaving

a total of twelve. The other two analyses have sixteen syllable patterns.

(f) Which analysis has the most symmetry? If we ignore the only two

" The Wantakia dialect is spoken by about 1,250 people and is more divergent from
Barua than the Gulecha dialect which is spoken by about 280 people. In a comparison
of 500 words Barua and Wantakia shared 85% cognates.
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Chart?

Initial-Medial AHomorphic Alternation

Sounds which occur in
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Taking these six criteria together it seems that the three analyses equal

in advantages and disadvantages. The choice of Analysis 1 for the de-

scription in Sections 1-6 is linguistically arbitrary. i*

^* However, a pieferenoe for Analysis 1 seems to be indicated by the reactions of

Barua people to literacy instruction using several experimental othographies based

on the alternative analyses discussed here.
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